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This invention relates to an improvement in a 

machine- fOr linking a stuffed sausage casing and 
more particularly to that type of machine wherein 
a string is tied.‘ around‘ the outside of a stuffed 

(Cl. 17-34) 
2'. 

which Such‘ a“ mechanism take‘; is in 
the patentstoDer'narest et al., No_-)2”,~228',0"75»;Jan1i-' ' 
ary '77, 1941; and No’; 2253544; GctObe'r 14-1-94 .-~ 
Thism'aichine'has- been foil-11d to operate success‘: 

casing to form the individual links. 5 fully, however, some di?iiciilties have; léé'e'n- eh‘ 
It is an object of this invention to-provide an counteredin-using' these machineswhén they are 

improved‘ machine for tying a stuffed casing to provided with cutting- means for sever- g‘ the 
form links. ‘ a ' string such- as‘- are shown in therhentiéfriedi sate 

It is another object of this invention to providev en'ts: ‘ ' 
an improved means for severing the string" 10: IAS' taught by! Deinarest', the string" ' severed 
wrapped around the casing. after’ being wrappers aroundi a casing 15 naming 
Another object of this invention is- to provide the string‘ taut while‘ a~'s>l'i=arp ed‘g'e antes 

a- positive shearing means for severing the string against the tensioned The machine is on 
after the tying operation is complete. erative to stretch thev-tiedistril‘igltalu-t between-the" 
Another object is to provide an improved knife casing and the tying‘ meansarter the‘ string» has 

and‘ shearing edge construction for a- s-tring tying 
and linking machine. _ 1 

Other objects will become apparent from the 
speci?cation below. 
In the drawings: 
Figure.‘ 1' is‘ an'assembly'view, in perspective; of 

the type of machine to which the present inven 
tion isparticularly adapted; 
Figure'Z-is a, perspective view of, the fi-rst'tying-vv 

station looking from the‘ inletv endo'f 'the‘ma'ehine 
show-11in Figure l‘; with the present improvement 
shown in position adjacent the‘ tying ring andv 
with the string carryingv tying ring position" 
just after the starter‘. a tying cycle. 

Figures?» to 8 show aside-elevation? of‘th'eltying 
station of Figure 2 with the stringcarryi'ng'ringl 
and the string depicted in certainchara‘ct‘eristic 
and different positions through which’they pass 
incompleting the tying cycle. 
Figure 9: is a plan View partlyv broken: away 

showing. the carrying ring, the anvil, and knife 
with a string lai‘don the shearing edge. 

Figure; 1015 aside elevation-partly broken away 
showing the resilient‘mounting-of'the knife blade 
on its carrying arm. 
In the sausage making art, it'has'ibeen the prac 

tice in' the past to link stuffed sausage casings by‘ 
pinching a length of the stuffed casing off with 
the‘ ?ngers and manually twirling the portion of 
the‘ casing‘ disposed betweenxthel ?ngers. This 
twirling motion. causes the’ casing‘ to be twisted 
at the-points where it is‘ pinch'ed'by- the ?ngers 
and linking is thus accomplished.‘ This operation 
is repeated at spaced points to complete the 
linkingfof the entire casing. 
Recently maehines' have been proposed for ac‘ 

complishing; the linking of stuffed casings and, 
in. certain‘ of these machines, astring": is tightly‘ 
wrapped? around a casingrto pinch the! casing 
down- to form the» individual links; One. form‘, 
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tiv‘ely shearing» thelstringrwhicn meansT-in‘clud 

been» wrapped» around the casing‘, a‘J-idith‘e'‘cuttingv 
means is‘ thendnivenagainst the'ftensionenistnng 
It hasbe‘en foundtha‘t unless the kniife ii’sed’fori 
cutting- the stretched" string. i'slhept qiiit'e':l sharp; 
the severing will not he completed asf-i-nténd'edilandl 
also,“ if the string; is‘; nhtltensionedlproperly; than ‘ 
faulty cutting-results“ 
Whenever: the‘: string i‘s-not properly‘ severed} 

the" machine-.be‘come's-jammed andzrnuch time is?“ 
lost: in" clear-ing?it ‘in-1 order? to again set? in‘ mbtiolii» 
a'pr‘op‘er-tying cycle‘; - 

The present invention has been made to2 pros 
vid'e' means to: effect a‘; more expeditious-severing 
action,.and1it teaches", the uselo?- means-forp'osii- I 

self -sha;rpieningi knife: Thelme'cha'nismlof'lthis-m- ‘ 
vention. is‘ioperati-vel to severcthe"string-regardless> 
of the: tension with‘. which it‘;- i's'ldraiwrii after? their 
comp1etion<ofthe tying operation-1 and‘; thu'srall‘ fl 
the'defects of the prior art devices areelimin‘atedi 
As stated‘. above,1the'tying‘linking method causes-* 

a string to be passed-around“a"'casinglalplurality 
of: times while : ity is drawn‘ tight; '. The" shearing 
means oi the‘ heroin disclosed improvementlcom‘; ‘ 
prises a ?xed‘. and’ movable means; the; ?xed!» 
shearing'edge being‘. placed ‘in-the normal path‘the'i 
string :follo'ws ‘.in“v being. wrapped ‘aroundv the c'a‘si‘ 
ingihwhiles the movable-i edge/is adapted‘ tof‘bef. 
driven across the ?xed edge at timeddntervals-iin ~ 
the tying; cycle‘? tozse'v'er' the " string. I Meansi‘ar‘e 
also ‘associatedewithr the li?xed; edge ' to direct ‘ the?‘ 
string around one endPof' the'?x'ecl edgeiduriiig'é 
the'wrappingfcycle; but? are‘ operative itoidr'aw f-the t‘ 
string :a'crossv the fixed‘ edge" just asithefkn-ife.‘ is“: 
driven through itskcuttinglstroker 
Referring: more I particularly to? the‘ drawings} 

the' combination» of the elements f Or‘ming-ItIieImaL' " 
shine to which’ the "present invention isi'iad'apteds 
is seeniiintFigiire 1.- Inithis-machinepthe 's-t'u?'e'd“ 
'casing‘s-Yare'ded fro'rnithe left‘f'handlsi‘de? of the? 



3 
machine through the tying stations to the outlet 
on the right hand end and the stuffed casing I0 
is initially presented to the infeed conveyor belts 
I I for delivery through the machine. The stuffed 
casing is delivered from the conveyor II through 
the two tying stations l2 and I3, and passes from 
these stations to the outlet conveyor belt I4. The 
feed. through the machine is intermittent and 
the stuffed casing is stopped at the two tying 
stations, after a predetermined length of easing 
has been driven through the machine, so that 
while the casing remains stationary the tying 
means may be driven to link the casing." Each 
of the tying stations wraps a string around the 
casing and each string is then severed, where 
upon the feed means becomes energized to carry 
the casing forwardly a predetermined distance 

' to present the following portion of the casing to 
the tying means. _ 
The tying means itself is best shown in Figure 

2,.and basically it includes a rotating ring I51 
which'is adapted to be driven aroundthe cas 
ing While ‘it is held stationary, in a generally‘ 
concentric relation, within the ring. The string 
I??for tying the casing is deliveredthrough suit 
able guiding and tensioning means and the free 
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the space between the inner surface of the ring‘ 
and the stuffed casing passing through the ring 
(see Figure 2), so that When the string is drawn 

,taut between the casing and hook I‘I, upon com 
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end of the string is engaged on'the side wall of: I 
the; rotating _ring;,I5_, by hooks I‘! and I8. ‘The 
hooks are driven to engage the string by cam 
means. operated in timedprelation to the move-‘ 
mentnof the casing through the tying station so 
that the string is clamped on the ring to be car-v 
ried around vthe casing in a sequence which will 
be more fully described below. > 

. When‘ the stringlis engaged by hooks I] and 
1 . I8 andlthe ring I5 is rotated, the string is car 

ried'around the casing. ,Means are provided to 
cooperate with the ring‘ to measure off a re 
quired length of string and when a proper length 
has been pulled through the delivery means, the 
tying is completed by. driving the ring around, 
the'casing a plurality of times.‘ Simultaneously 
with the wrapping of the string around the cas 
ing, the string is pulled back by the deliveryl 
means to tension it in a manner to draw ‘the 
casing in so as to form, the separation between 
the individual links. ' 

~ After the string has been carried around the‘ 
casing and; drawn in to provide the ends of each‘ 
link, thezend ofV-the string is released from books 

3 I‘! and I8 and these hooks continue on their way‘ 
i V to engage the string between the casing and the 

When the hooks again‘ 
engage the string the ring is driven to draw the‘ 
string delivery means. 

string down from the casing and hold it taut 
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while a knife I9 is driven into engagement with _ 
the stretched string to‘ sever it. , 

. So much of the machine as has already been: 
described is conventional structure and the pres 
ent improvement’ resides in presenting a shear 
ingedgeagainst which the string is engaged at 
each of. the tying stations so that the knife may 
be reciprocated against the edge to effect a sev 
erance thereof.- - ' 

The means for accomplishing this placement 
of the string on a shearing edge for cooperation , 
with the knife is best seen in the plan view of 
anvil 29 (Figure 9) wherein the string is shown 
laid uponshearing edge 30 during one phase of. 
the tying operation.‘ ‘It is there seen that the 
shearing edge 30 is positioned to cooperate with 
the cutting edge of knife I9 so that the string‘ 
is positively engaged between shearing meansv 
whereby it ‘is severed. The ?xed shearing edge . 
30 is normally disposed to‘extend somewhat into‘v 
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pletion of the tying operation, as shown in Figure 
8, the shearing edge 30 will be projected across 
the path the string normally follows in being 
wrapped around the casing‘to insure that proper 
shearing will always take place. ' ‘ 

Anvil 29, upon which the shearing edge 30 is 
formed, is ?xedly supported from the base plate 
3| of the ‘machine, and it is necessary, during 
the wrapping ‘of the string around the casing, to 
provide means for directing the string around 
one end of the fixed shearing edge which, as 
stated above, projects across the normal path 
the string would follow “in being wound around 
the casing. Thus, referring again to Figure 9, 
cam surface 32 is shown which is preferably 
formed integral on the anvil, against which the 
‘string is engaged as it is carried around by the 
ring, during the tying operation; The string 
passes over the cam surface 32 to be de?ected 
from its normal path and then .it falls onto the 
shearing surface 30, as the hooks I‘! and I8 carry 
the free end of the string around the lower half 
of the ring’s travel. As the hooks pass upwardly 
and over the top of the casing, the string is ?rst‘ 
drawn taut and then it slides off of the sloping 
cam surface 32 and the shearing edge 30, to be. 
drawn tight around the casing. 
When the winding operation has been com? 

pleted, and the free end of the string has been 
released, the thread hook H and gripper hook 
I8 will be projected to engage the string passing 
from the casing to the supply. Continued move 
ment of ring IE will carry this portion of the 
string forwardly until the string engages the cam 
surface 32 and moves up onto shearing edge 30. 
The motion of the ringis then terminated and 
the knife may be reciprocated inwardly to shear 
the string to complete the tying cycle. 

Integral on anvil 29 and spaced from the side 
wall of ring I5, is a forwardly'projeoting nose- ' 
piece 33 which is adapted to engage and guide 
the string when it is released from the measur 
ing means, as shown in Figure 4. When the 
string is slack at this point'in the cycle, it mightv 
possibly loop itself completely over the anvil so 
that the tying operation would be interrupted. 
Nosepiece 33 has been provided, to prevent this 
from happening. . 
Thenosepiece 33 is also inclined downwardl 

at an angle from the anvil 29 as is'best shown in 
Figures 3 to 3 so that as the knife is reciprocated 
inwardly, it will ?rst engage the nosepiece 33. 
The knife is lifted by the inclined surface of nose 
33, against the tension-of a spring. through which 
the knife'is ?xed to its carrying arm and a tight . 
and exact cooperation between the anvil and 
knife-edge thus results. 
knife on the nosepiece guides the knife edge into 
exact alignment with the shearing edge 30 and 
positive cutting of the thread is accomplished. 
It is to be noted that the knife in passing over 
the nose 33 and the shearing edge 3!! engages 
each of these surfaces tightly, and a self-sharp 
ening action takes place. ' . 

In the preferred form, the knife-edge is pro 
vided with an angularly ground cutting edge 34 
inclined in a manner to trap the string between 
the tip 35 of the knife-edge and‘ the shearing edge 
30 whereby ‘the string cannot escape from be 
tween these two elements during the cutting. As 
the knife moves forwardly, the string is thrown 

The bearing of the, 
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into. the corner 3.6 formed. on anyil 2.9;hetween 
the‘ ?xed edge. 3.0; and nose 3;3;, and as .118. mi‘): 
edge. 34; passes over the shearingvv edge 13!}, 19.11?‘ 
stringtis sheared. . r . 

When the linking. machine. shown in the Den}; 
arest et a1., patent is being operat?d with the 
present inyention applied to. it, the casingis. in: 
termittently delivered. through the tying star 
tions by. the conveying. means. It andv I4, After 
the, casing has been delivered a.v fiXed distance 
through the machine, it. is held stationary with¢_ 
inthering tyingstations l2, and H in concentric 
relation. with respect tothetyingrings.~ 145., While 
the free end: of the. string. which is engaged; in. 
clamps l1 and I8, as showninli‘igure 2, is carrl?d. 
around the. casing. asthering is driven. During. 
rbtationof ring. '5, thesequence of events shown 
in Figures 3.thr.'ough‘.8 takes place. 
ASI the casing. comes. to. rest. Within the. string 

carrying ring I5; of ‘the. tyingstation, the ring 
heginsto rotate andtheireeyend ist-carriedupr 
wardly from the.positicn shown in Figure 2 to. 
the position shown. in. Figure. 3, and a measured 
amount. of string is drawn. from. the. supply by 
drawing. the string, around thev pin 4.9. slidably. 1 
mountedin ring 15. When the proper. length of 
string has been drawn. out, cammea-ns engage._ 
the end of an arm carrying pin 48 todrive. the 
pin. in. ?ush. with . the. face. 01% the . string. carrying 
ringeancl. at.v this. pointv of; the. tying. cycle. (Eigure, 
4(7) , ‘thestring. is. ratherlwsely. disposed between. 
the. string supply. including the. hold-down. arm 
41%; andth‘e ._clamping .means. I]. and‘ i B; carriedby 
thering. ' . 

When. thestring. has been. carried around by} 
the ringitothe. furthenposition shown in, Eigure, 
5., the... string. is. snugly. disposed around‘ the. ps1. 
riphery, of the. casing. Asfthe. ring Qontinuesits 
rotation. around. the ?xed casing, the: string is‘. 
drawn. tightly.v intotheeasing. and, simultanei 
011513;, thehnld-down armélis driven upwardly. 
sothat the stringis pulledtight. between clamps: 
iland. “Land the guide. 45.1.; (Figure?), tedltaw 
the.casingv inwardly . to. define.- tthetend 0i; asli k. 
As. the. ring ‘continues; to.» rotate. and; the. h91d-... 
down; arm. to, lift, the tasii'lg° in SQllB?ZQQQQWQ 
and. after. sgv?ral windings the string . al‘qundz 
the, casing, the. casing.: will; be drawn. in to, 
form shown inFiglllle?g 
.Duringthewranping oizthe tiring to resell, the. 

8;- Asitpasses underthe éasina the stiiing._ ‘152155 
sienedibetween thetasingandiclamrs I? and lit. 
engages. the. cam éuriaiqe 3.2;- The Gem. Surface 
lifts. the. string». sioewiseslightlr. an. areunsithél 
8.11.91. ofthe ‘Shearing edge‘ tuned: when the SFFiIlg ; 
starteunthevfqrward side not the-casing’. mashing. 
iS...thus,laid over the shearingredge. 

After, oarryingthe.string over thissurface, the 
ring. continues. upwardly across. the fPrWaI-d... std? 
otthe casing. and toward new ofthefctsihgz 
the. string‘ being at. ‘first loosely looped. around 
the» teamsiitfaeé 3.2.; and? sliétlringv e'sis'e' 30". but 
asth'?oqp is tightened the slope of the cam. 
surf eQE‘ZL'and the shearing ‘edge 30 is such 
that. the. string we; easily fsnsqrribqtn at?v these: 
surfaces so .thatit can?bedrayyn. onaround the.‘ 
as ‘as. the, clamps. carry the string overv the’ 

M .of- the cainfsu'rface' 

Q that; it, new it. 9.12 cspneratiqnwl. 

10. 
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when. the string looped eyes the twnsurfanes drawn taut, it is caused to‘ ?lidlt, Off: of: the. two. 
surfaces.- ' 

the string has. been wound around the. 
casing several. times, as. shown in Figure 6, the, 
free end. of the string may’ be released from un.—.. 
der. clamps. l1: and t8; and the string will then. 
remain. in. its. wrapped. position. around the case. 
ing. henause 0i its. frictional engagement with the‘ 
casing. Thereafter, during, the continued moves. 
merit Qf clamps I1: and it! around with. the ring‘ 
to the. initial-- starting position. of the ring, they, 
are projected sothat they will engage the. string 
at. a point between the. casing. and. the guide“; 
In Figure 7; the. clamp. H is. shown projected: so. 

‘ as to engage the. string which is held taut .be.-. 
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on 

to 

" string, which has. been. severed from. the. supply, 

tween the casing and guide 42 by the string. sup 
ply. means including hOId-JdQWZI arm__ 4|. which‘is 
still; held in. its upper position. As theclarnp H; 
engages the string, this. clamping. means, is r.e-. 
turned to. its clamping position and: the. relation, 
between the movement ct th'eclamp II. with ring. 
1.5;. toward the ‘forward side of: the. casingi andb 
the. hold-down means lit- in. returning. to. its. 
lowered position, isv such that the- string isv held-1 
generally. taut. The. knife. hook- it driving 
the string. forwardly. from‘ the. positionv shown 

Eigure 7 to. the position shown in. Figure 8; 
Qauses. the. string. to. be ?rst. engar-iedv under. hook 
La and. then. touengage the. cam, surface. to be, 
lifted around t.he._end;of: theshearingedge .31), and. 
assoon as thetaut string is cammed oyer’the. end; . 
Qf: th.e.,sheari-ng edge; it silhpsintoposition. on the. 
shearing edge. 3a . 
Upon the ring having been clrivento thetposix-s 

tion shown. in. Eiguren, it. is-..stoppedt anditheknite, 
blade is reciprqeated inwardly. whereby. the string; 
is. severed between. the shearing edge ilkanda the; 
kniie-edge 34. . a 

After the. string has been severed, the- wrapped". 

1?@I,I}%in.S-.WQl1.¥!¢%rQlll.1d thecasins- Thermal; : 
means of clamps I‘! and I8, holds the free: endivoif; 
the. string as it falls from the. shearing edge. At 
thisstage or. the cycle, the ring 15. is‘helq. stag. 
tionary andthe conyeyorsgll and‘ 1.4 are energiae¢ 
to]; Carri’ the casing forwardly. to Position‘ another; 
unlinked, portion "of, the. stuffed. casing to tying Sta-tight "whereupon. the ‘355918 mail‘ be. re! 
peatéd. 'Ifhe. ring.infb?eginning= a cycle. moves; 
from; the position shownfin Figure, 8; upwardly. 
thronght'hepositiqnnf Eigure 2. and Onto. Flee; 
ure3.' 

It is. to be unsnrstoon. that a knife I9. and its. 
consenting 911K111 2,9‘ Mandi-invests at. each of ‘the 
tyingstations l2. and’. I3». I} machine having a 
single tying station. could be.’ constructed or one; 
having morethan two stations, In each. case,‘ an. 
anvil and knifein accordancewith. this: invention, 
will. be (adapted toje'ach tying;_.station. , " 

‘It; has“ been. found. in. operating the Demarest; 
et a1., machine . with .the; present ‘invention adapt-. 
ed to it, that the cutting‘.v action of, thelmachine, 
on- the. string ‘ is greatly improved because. of the’; 

r provision, of positiyezshearin'g} means . and because: ' 
or the use of. afself-sharpejliihg, of the, knife a11 
ransement- The-String is..,p.0.s.itite1y setered dun. 
its each cycle. of: operations. and (whethen- it. is; 
drawn mere. 0.11 less ‘tightly. some the shearing. 
edge, "a Complete Sevetanée, is. always. aqcbinél' 

' nh‘shed- Further.’ nofalterationinthé Prior art. 
machine is required;otherI than‘ the mountingpf, . 
an anvil adjacent each of'the tying stations; and.’ 
the. reshaping of the ; cutting.“ edge; of: the; knife, .to 

“the amt. sea 
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quence of the tying and severing cycle need not‘ 
be altered in any respect. 7 a 

The above shows the preferred exempli?cation 
of this invention, however, many modi?cations 
will occur to those‘ skilled in the art. In its Sim‘ 
plest form the anvil '29 includes a cam surface 32 
‘and the nosepiece 33 integral therewith. It is 
obvious that these pieces may be separately 
mounted in the machine in a manner to cooperate 
with the string and kniferespectively and with 
each other,’ and that driven carrying means to 
lift the string around, the end of the ?xed shear 
ing surface could be substituted for the cam sur 
face 32. Such obvious modi?cations as these and 
substitutions of equivalents, are all considered to 
Ibe’within the scope of the'following claims. ‘ 

r I claim: 7 I 

1. A string cutting means for a machine for 
linking a stuffed casing with string delivered‘from 
a supply means and having means. for carrying 
a string around a casing and drawing it tight, 
said means for carrying the string including 
clamping means for engaging the string to hold 
the free end while the string is being wrapped 
around‘ the casing, said clamping means being 
operative to then release the free end and engage 
the string at a point between the supply and the 
casing, comprising an anvil having a shearing 
edge projecting across the path the string follows 
in- being wrapped around the casing, a cam hav 
ing a surface to direct the string around the end 
of the shearing edge during the wrapping step, 
said shearing edge being positioned to engage the 
string at a, point intermediate the casing and the 
clamping means when wrapping of the string 
around the casing is complete, a movable means 
having thereon a second shearing edge for 00 
operating with said ?rst named-edge to effect 
severance of the string, and means to drive said 
movable means over the anvil to drive said second 
edge against the ?rst namedv edge after wrap 
ping of the string around the casing has been 
completed. I ,7 j 

. 2. A string cutting means for a machine for 
linking a stuffed casing with string delivered from 
a‘supply means and having means for carrying 
the string around a casing and drawing it tight; 
said means for ' carrying the string including 
clamping means-for engaging the string to hold 
the free end while the string is being wrapped 
around the casing; said clamping means being 
operative to then release the free 'end and engage 
the string at a point'between the supply and the 
casing; _ comprising an anvil having a shearing 
edge projecting across the path the‘ string follows 
in being wrapped around the casing; a cam hav 
ing a surface to direct the'string around one end 
of the shearing edge during the wrapping step; 
a nose projecting forwardly from the shearing 
edge to prevent the string, when slack, from fall‘ 
ing off the other end of the shearing edge during 
the wrapping of the string around the casing; 
said shearing edge, being positioned to engage the 
string at a, point intermediate the casing and the 
clamping means when ‘wrapping of the string 
around the casing is complete; a movable means 
having thereon a second shearing edge for 00 

1 operating with said ?rst named edge to effect 
severance of the string, and means to drive said 
movable means over the anvil to drive said second 
edge against the ?rst named edge after wrap 
ping of the string around the casing has been 
completed. 

3. ~ A string cutting means-for a machine for 
linkinga stuffed casing with string delivered from 
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' edge being positioned ‘to engage the'stringat'a ., 
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8 
a supply means and having a driven ring means 
for carrying a string around a'casing anddrawing 
it tight, means for driving said ring,xsaid casing 
being disposed concentrically within the ring dur 
ing the wrapping step, said ring means including 
clamping means, for engaging the string to hold 
the free end while the string is'loeingv wrapped 
around the casing, said clamping means .being 
operative to then release the free endand' engage 
thestring at a point between’the supply and the 
casing, comprising an anvil having a shearing 
edge disposed within the ring between the casing. 
and the inner surface'of-the ring, said edgepro 
jecting across the path the string follows in being 
wrapped around the casing, a cam having asur 
face to direct the string around the end of the 
shearing edge during the wrapping step, said 
shearing edge being'positioned to. engage the 
string at a point intermediate the'casing‘and the 
clamping means when wrapping of the string 
around the casing is complete, a movable means 
having thereon a second shearing edge for co 
operating with said ?rst named edge to effect 
severance of the string, and means to drive said 
movable means over the anvil to drive said second 
edge against the ?rst named edge after wrap 
ping of the string around the casing has been 
completed. 

4. A string-cutting means for a machine for 
linking a stuffed casing with string delivered’ 
from a supply means'and having a driven ring 
means for carrying a string around a casing 
and drawing it tight; means for driving said ring; 
said casing being disposed concentricallywithin 
the ring during the wrapping step; said ring 
means including clamping means for engaging 
the string to hold the, free end while the'string 

, is being wrapped around the casing; said clamp 
ing means being operative to then release the 
freeend and engage‘ the string at a point be 
tween the supply and the casing; comprising‘an' 
anvil having a shearing edge disposed within the 
ring between the casing and the inner surface 
of the ring; said edge projecting across the path 
the string’follows in being wrapped around the 
casing; a cam having a surface to direct the 
string around one end of the shearing edge dur 
ing the wrapping step; a nose projecting for 
wardly from the shearing 'edge to prevent the 
string, when slack, from falling off the other 
end of the shearing edge during the wrapping‘ 
of thestring around the casing; ‘said shearing 

point intermediate the casing and the clamping 
means when wrapping of the string ‘around the 
casing is complete, a movable means ‘having 
thereon a second shearingvedge for'cooperating 
with said ?rst named edge to ‘effect severancev 
of the string, and means to drive said movable 
means over the anvil to drive said second edge 
against the ?rst named edge after wrapping of 
the string around the casing‘ has been completed. 

5. A string cutting means for a machine .for 
linking'a stuffed casing with string delivered from, 
a supply means and having means for passing 
string around a casing'a plurality of times while 
drawing it tight at eachpass, ‘said means for 
carrying the string including clamping means for 
engaging the string to hold the ‘free end while 
the string is‘being wrapped around the casing, 

' said clamping means being- operative to release 
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the free end of the string after "wrappinghas 
been completed and then engage the string at‘ 

r a point between the supply and the casing,>co1n 
prising an anvil having a shearing edge project-Y 
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-~ ing across the path the string ‘follows in being 
i wrapped around the casing, a cam having a sur 
7 ‘face to direct the string around the end of the 
_' shearing edge at each pass of thestring around 
' the casing vduring the wrapping step, saidshear-v 
, ‘ing edge being disposed at an angle with respect 

- to the plane of the :path of the string such that 
‘the string maybe easily drawn off of the shear 
ing edge at‘ each pass of the string around the 
casing, said shearing edge being positioned to’ 

' engage the string at a point intermediate the 
' casing and the clamping means when wrapping 
of the string around the casing is complete, a 

' movable means having thereon a second shear 
ing edge for cooperating ‘with said ?rst named’v 

-‘edge to e?ect severance of the’string, and meansv 
= to drive said movable means over the anvil to 
' drive said ‘second edge against the ?rst named 
' edge after wrapping of the string around 
' casing has been completed. 

the 

'6. A string cutting means for a machine for 
linking a stuffed casing with string delivered 
from a supply means and having a driven ring 
means for passing a string around a casing a 
plurality of times while drawing it tight at each 1: 
pass, means for driving said ring, said casing 
being disposed concentrically within the ring 
during the wrapping step, said ring means in 
cluding clamping means ‘for engaging the string 
to hold the free end while the string is being 
wrapped around the casing, said clamping means 
being operative to release the free end of the 
string after wrapping has been completed‘ and 
then engage the string at a point between the 
supply and the casing, comprising an anvil hav 
ing a shearing edge disposed within the ring 
between the casing and the inner surface of the 
ring, said edge projecting across the path the 
string follows in being wrapped around the cas 
ing, a cam having a surface to direct the string 
aroundythe end. of the shearing edge at each 
‘pass of the string around the casing during the 
wrapping step, saidshearing edge being disposed 
at an angle with respect to the planeof the path __ 
0f the String such that the string may be easily 
drawn off of the shearing edge at each pass of 
the string around the casing, said shearing edge 
being positioned to engage the string at‘ a point 
intermediate the casing and the clamping means 

110 
string follows ‘in being wrapped around the i-c‘a‘s 

> ing, a cam having a surtace to direct the string 
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when wrapping of the string around‘the casing 1'59 
is complete, a movable means having thereon a 
second shearing edge for cooperating with said 
?rst named edge to effect severance of the string, 
and means to drive said movable means over the 
anvil to drive said second edge against the ?rst 
named edge after wrapping of the string ‘around 
the casing has been completed, 

'7. A string cutting means for a machine for 
linking a stuffed casing with string delivered from 
a supply means and having a driven ring means 
for passing a string around a casing a plurality 
of times while drawing it tight at each pass, 
means for driving said ring, said casing being 
disposed concentrically within the ring during 
the wrapping step, said ring means including 
clamping means for engaging the string to hold 
the free end while the string is being wrapped 
around the casing, said clamping means being 
operative to then release the free end of the 
string after wrapping has been completed and 
then engage the string at a point between the 
supply and the casing, comprising an anvil hav 
ing a shearing edge disposed within the ring be 
tween the casing and the inner surface of the 
ring, said edge projecting across the path the 
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around one end of the shearing‘edge'at ‘each 
pass of the string around the ‘casing during the 
wrapping step, said shearing edge ‘being disposed 
at an' angle with respect‘ to the plane of -» the 
pathv of the string such that ‘the string may be 
easily drawn off of the shearing edge at each pass 
of the string around the casing, a nose projecting 
forwardly‘ from the shearing. edge‘ to prevent the ‘ 
string, when slack, from falling off the other ‘end 

» of the shearing edge during thewrapping or the 
string around the casing, said shearing edge 
‘being positioned to engage the string at a point 
intermediate the casing and the clamping means 
when wrapping of the string around the casing 
is complete, a movable means having thereon a 
second ‘shearing edge for cooperating with said 
‘first named edge to effect severance of the string, 
and means to‘ drive said movable’ means over 
the anvil to drive said second edge against the 
?rst named edge after wrapping of the string 
around, the casing has been completed. - 7' I 

8. A string cutting means for a machineyfor 
linking a stuffed casing with string delivered 
from a supply means and having a driven ring 
means for passing a string around a casing a 
plurality of times while drawing ‘it tight'at each 
pass, means for driving said ring, said,v casing 
being disposed concentrically within the ring 
during the wrapping step, said ring means in 
eluding clamping means forengaging the string 
to‘ hold the free end while the stringis being 
wrapped around ‘the casing, said clamping means 
being operative to release the free end of the 
string after wrapping has been completed ‘and 
then engage the stringvat a point between the 
supply and the casing, comprising an anvil dis 
posed within the ring between the casing and 
the ‘inner surface of the ring, said anvil having 
a shearing'edge formed thereon which projects 
across the ‘path the string follows in being 
wrapped around the casing, said anvil also hav 
‘ing a cam surface formed thereon to direct‘the 
stringaround-the end of the shearing edge at 
each pass of the string ‘around the, casing during 
“the wrapping step, said shearing edge being dis 
posed ata'n angle with respect to the planeso'f 
the path of the string such that the ‘string may 
be easily, drawn off, of theshearingedge 'ateach 
pass of the string around the casing, ‘said shear 
ing edge being positioned to engage the string 
at a point intermediate the‘ casing and the 
clamping means when wrapping of the string . 
around the casing is complete, a movable means 
having thereon a second shearing edge for co 
operating with said ?rst named edge to effect 
severance of the string, and means to drive said 
movable means over the anvil to drive said second 
edge against the ?rst named edge after wrap 
ping of the string around the casing has been 
completed. , 

9. A string cutting means for a machine for 
' linking a stuffed, casing with‘ string delivered 
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from a supply means and-having a driven ring 
means for passing a string around a casing a 
plurality of times while drawing it tight at each 
pass, means for driving said ring, said casing 
being disposed concentrically within the ring 
during the wrapping step, said ring means in 
cluding clamping means for engaging the string 
to hold the free end while the string is being 
wrapped around the casing, said clamping means 
being‘ operative to release the free end of the 
string after wrapping has been completed and’ 
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‘ then’engage the string atiaj point between the 
vsupply and the casing,’ comprising an anvil‘ dis 
giposedwithinrthe ring between, the‘casing and 

" ' the inner surfacerof the ring, said anvil having 
a ,shearingedge formed thereon whichsprojects 
across ; the path ~- the ‘ string follows in being 

, wrapped'around the casing, said'anvil also'hav 
,ing'a camsurface formed on one'side thereof 

~~ to direct the string around the end of the shear 
ingedge at each pass of the string around the 

I casing during the wrapping step, said shearing 
.> edge being disposed atvan angle with respect to 

' p I: the planevlof the path‘ of the string such that 
_- the string maybe easily drawn o? ofv the shear 
;ingedge at each pass of the string around the 
- casing, said anvil including a nosepiece integral 
,> therewith, said nosepiece extending forwardly 
_‘ from the shearing edge on the side of the anvil 
;opposit_e to that of the cam surface to prevent 
“the string from falling off .of‘ the shearing edge 
1» when it is s1ack,~said shearing‘ edge being posi-v 
‘tioned- to engage the string at a point interme 
diate the casing and the clamping means when 
wrapping of the string around the casing is com 
plete, a movable means having thereon a second 

' shearing ‘ edge for cooperating with said ?rst 
named edged to eifect severance of the string, 
and means to drive said movable means over the 

H anvil to'drive said second edge against the ?rst 
' named edge after wrapping of the string around 
the casing has been completed. 

12 
sitioned to ‘engage thestringat a point inter 

I wrapping of ithestring around the casing is:.com-' 
plete, a movable‘ means having thereon a second v 

. shearing edge for cooperating with said ?rst 

mediate the casing and? the clamping means when 

named edge to effect severance of, the string,‘ said 
- nose being adapted to engage-said movable means 

‘ adjacent its shearing edge to guide it over the 

10 
other shearing edge, and means to drive ‘said 
movable means over the anvil to drive said'second 

‘ edge against the ?rst named edge after‘ wrapping 
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‘10. A string cutting means for a machine for I 
__ linking a stuffed casing with string delivered 
from a supply means and having means for car 
rying a string around a casing and drawing it ; 
tight, said means for carrying the string includ 
ing clamping means for engaging the string to 
‘hold the free end while the string is being 
wrapped around the casing, said clamping means 
-.being operative to then release the free end and 
engage the string at a point between the supply 
{and the casing, comprising an anvil having a 
shearing edge projecting across the path the 
string follows in being wrapped around the eas 
ing, a cam having a surface to direct the string 
‘around one'end of the shearing edge during the 
‘wrapping step, a nose projecting forwardly from 
the shearing edge to prevent the string from 
‘falling o? the other end of the shearing edge 
when it is slack during the wrapping of the string 

' around the casing, said shearing edge being po 
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of vthe string around the casing‘ has, been com_ 
pleted; 4' - Y » ,. ,. ,_ 

117.‘A string cutting means for a machine for?’ 
linking a stuffed casingwith string delivered from ' 
a supply means and 'having means for carrying 
a string around a casing vand?drawing' it_tight, . 

j said means for- carrying-the string including 
clamping means for engaging the string to hold 
the free end while ‘the string is being wrapped 
around the casing, said clamping means being 7 
operative to'then ‘release the free end and engage 
the string at a point between the supply and the ' 
casing, comprising an anvil-having a shearing 
vedge projecting across the path the string follows 7 
inbeing wrapped-around the casing, a cam hav 
Hing’a surface to direct the string around one end 
of the shearing edge during the wrapping ‘step, 
a-noseextending forwardly from said shearing 
edge and ?xed thereto to prevent the string from 
falling off the lother side of said edge when the 
string is slack during the wrapping of the string 
around the casing, said shearing edge being posi 
tioned to engage-thestring at a ‘point interme 
diate the casing and the clamping means when 
wrapping of the string around the casing is com 
plete, a movable means having ‘thereon a, second - 
shearing edge for cooperating with said v?rst ‘ 
namededge to e?ect severance of the string, said 
second shearing edge being disposed atan angle 
with’r'espeot to said ?rst shearing edge so that 
the’ movable shearing edge .will progressively 
cross the ?xed edge‘ from‘ one side toward the 
other side whereby the string disposed on the 
?xed edgewill tend'to be driven laterally across 
said .?rst edge toward the base of ‘the’ nose ele 
ment whereby :the stringwill be held on said 
?rst/edge by the movable edge until it is severed 
by the movable edge. . ; a g, - 
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